BRITISH MADE ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS

ANITA MK 10

Specially designed with decimalisation of our currency in mind, ANITA Mk.10 calculates directly in sterling or in whole numbers and decimals. Currency conversion problems are eliminated by the use of this versatile calculator. More ANITA Mk.10 models are in daily use throughout the United Kingdom than any other electronic calculator.

PURCHASE PRICE: £480.

ANITA MK 11

Here, at last, is the low priced general purpose electronic desk calculator suitable for everyday use. ANITA Mk.11 fulfils the basic needs of every intending calculator user. The specification ANITA Mk.11 meets is that the four arithmetical functions shall be performed in a manner simply learned, easily used, with accuracy, at electronic speed, in silence.

PURCHASE PRICE: £298.

ANITA MK 12

A three register, two store electronic calculator giving direct access to internal stores at all times. Any calculation can be re-traced to check and recall both products and quotients. A unique method of calculation and ring decimal point gives a continuously usable capacity of 10 x 10 x 11, and prevents any possibility of "overflow" on multiplication. Constant multiplier, divisor and dividend facilities are provided.

PURCHASE PRICE: £480.
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